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Abstract: For mixed-signal systems, identifying the analog and digital circuit blocks in the transistor-
level netlist has many benefits for system analysis and verification. However, existing approaches
still have difficulty handling large mixed-signal designs with millions of transistors, especially when
multiple analog structure patterns are included. In this paper, we propose an efficient structure
recognition methodology to support analyzing highly complex designs with various circuit structures
and different devices. In order to tackle the complexity of real cases, a hierarchical partition-based
analysis methodology and an encoding-based fast screening technique are proposed in this work. To
correctly ascertain the boundary of analog and digital structures, we propose an enhanced direct
current connection (DCC) partition method and combine it with the analog structure analysis flow.
The non-transistor devices, such as resistors and capacitors, are also included in our recognition flow
to improve the recognition capability and accuracy. As demonstrated with two industrial cases, the
behavioral models generated from the structure recognition results do help to improve the efficiency
of the AMS system verification.

Keywords: behavioral model; mixed-signal simulation; model generator

1. Introduction

In System-on-Chip (SoC) designs, digital circuits and analog circuits are often in-
tegrated in the same chip. In traditional design flows, analog and digital parts can be
integrated at the layout level only, and it is impractical to perform whole chip simulation
after integration. In recent years, a couple of synthesizable approaches have been proposed
that try to generate the corresponding hardware for analog circuits so that they can be
co-simulated with digital circuits on an FPGA or emulator [1–5]. However, the cost to
fix the bugs at such a late design stage is very high, and it would be preferable to have
alternate solution that allows for checking the system integration at early stages. Another
possible solution is building the behavioral models for both digital and analog circuits
and using these behavioral models to perform system simulation [6–11]. This approach
greatly reduces the simulation time and enables designers to verify the system integration
at early design stages. If the required behavioral models can be automatically generated
from the given designs, this could be an attractive approach for designers. Because the
behavioral models of analog circuits and digital circuits are built in different ways [12–28],
it is necessary to correctly identify different circuit blocks in the transistor-level netlist of the
whole system. This can also help to understand the behavior of the flattened transistor-level
netlists extracted from layouts in reverse engineering or commercial tools.
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At the integration stage, the designs are often given as transistor-level netlist, in which
digital and analog structures are mixed together. Therefore, the first difficulty is the high
complexity of the circuit netlist. For digital designs, many existing techniques [29–31] are
able to extract the sub-circuits efficiently. Although a digital-style approach can deal with
high complexity, it can be applied on standard digital circuits only. If some analog-style
circuits are mixed together, such as the pass-transistor logic (PTL), the extraction results
may not perfectly match the real gate structures. SubGemini [32] is the first work for general
sub-circuit identification based on graph isomorphism check, which is usually employed for
the transformation from transistor-level to gate/block-level netlist in a reverse engineering
procedure [33,34]. Although this approach is able to deal with analog structures, the
complexity of an exhaustive search is often too high to be applied on modern million-gate
designs. There are some recent works [35–45] that improve the efficiency of sub-circuit
identification. However, they can be applied on small designs with tens to hundreds of
transistors only. Moreover, most of the previous works cannot support multiple pattern
identification. If only one target pattern can be compared at a time, it is not efficient for
modern designs with hundreds of cells in the library.

The second difficulty in dealing with modern designs comes from the mixture of
digital cells and analog circuits. Most of the identification techniques for digital cells
often fail at the boundary of digital and analog parts as shown in Figure 1a. Take the DC
connection (DCC) based method [31] as a simple example. Figure 1b is the desired structure
composed of 6 digital cells and 1 analog block, along with 1 MOS switch that forces the
TSPC (true single-phase clock) flip-flop to go to a reset state and a simple RC filter. In the
DCC partition approach, due to the drain connection, both A5 and A6 in Figure 1a are
failed outcomes. Of course, these supercells A5 and A6 cannot match any existing cell
in the pre-defined library. Furthermore, circuit designers may insert some extra devices
other than transistors into the designs, such as the pull-up resistors, the output capacitance
and the parasitics extracted from the layouts shown in B1 of Figure 1. These extra devices
do not change the main functionality of the sub-circuits, but they will change the circuit
pattern and make all existing methods fail to identify the desired blocks.
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Figure 1. (a) Unacceptable (b) Expected identification results for TSPC (true single-phase clock) logic with reset control and
RC filter.

In this paper, we propose an efficient circuit structure recognition methodology for
large mixed-signal designs, as shown in Figure 2, to support automatic behavioral model
generation from given transistor-level netlists. In order to deal with real industry cases, a
hierarchical recognition methodology is proposed in this work. The first stage compares
each sub-circuit in the design hierarchy with the library cells to pick up the digital circuits
composed of standard cells and existing analog components. For other complex sub-circuits
that are not composed of a single cell, we applied a DCC partition in each sub-circuit to
find more matched digital blocks in the partition results. For the blocks that could not be
partitioned correctly in DCC approach, an enhanced partition method based on current
path analysis is proposed to improve the accuracy. After the digital blocks are extracted,
the remaining netlist is dealt with using the analog structure analysis technique. Finally,
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the behavioral models of every identified circuit blocks in the analog part and digital part
can be generated to support system-level behavior simulation. The non-transistor devices,
such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors, are also automatically replaced by proper
models in the pre-processing step to avoid misleading models and further improve the
accuracy of the generated system-level behavioral model. As shown in two real industry
cases, the proposed methodology is able to deal with large mixed-signal designs with
tens to hundreds or thousands of different devices. Compared to previous works, the key
advantages of the proposed structure recognition methodology are briefly summarized
as follows.
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Figure 2. Overall hierarchical structure recognition flow for system-level behavior simulation.

1. In order to deal with the complexity of real industrial mixed-signal designs, a hi-
erarchical structure recognition methodology for both digital and analog circuits is
proposed. Because most simple cases are solved in early stages by quick methods,
only a few cases are required to be compared carefully in late stages for accuracy.
Combined with the proposed circuit encoding scheme for fast screening, this method-
ology not only significantly reduces the comparison time but also improves the search
efficiency by supporting simultaneous comparison with multiple blocks.

2. In order to improve the accuracy for the cases where analog and digital structures are
mixed together, this work considers the original design hierarchy and proposes an
enhanced DCC partition method based on current path analysis. This is an efficient
and accurate approach to recognize both standard CMOS cells and non-standard
structures. Non-transistor devices, such as resistors and capacitors, are also properly
replaced by an equivalent DC model to avoid misleading results. This feature can
help identify more equivalent cells with similar structures.

3. In order to support hundreds of standard cells and various circuit structures in real
industrial designs, the proposed methodology leaves enough flexibility for users to
add the blocks they like to increase the recognition capability, no matter whether the
block is composed of analog or digital circuits. A bottom-up recognition process with
redundancy removal is also proposed to support compound custom structures. This
feature further increases the feasibility of the proposed methodology on real designs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The evolutions of analog modeling and
structure recognition methods are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 explains the proposed
circuit encoding scheme and other pre-processing works. The proposed hierarchical
structure recognition flow is presented in Section 4. Section 5 briefly explains the behavioral
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model generation flow based on the structure recognition results. The experimental results
on two industrial cases are provided in Section 6 to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency
of the proposed approach. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Background
2.1. Behavioral Modeling for Analog Circuit

Unlike digital circuits that purely operate in simple Boolean functions, analog circuits
often exhibit continuous-time, non-linear behavior. Therefore, the behavioral models built
by some simple circuit equations may not be able to model the non-linear properties of
analog circuits accurately. Building the behavioral models from transistor-level netlist
may be a better way to improve the modeling accuracy and obtain meaningful results
for system verification. This straight-forward approach treats the given circuit as a black
box and uses some mathematical approximation, such as linear or non-linear regression,
neural networks, Volterra series, Kriging technique, response surface design, etc., to build
the relation equations between its inputs and outputs. These kinds of models, which are
known as metamodels and surrogate models [12–16], require many simulation results to
perform the approximating process. Due to extensive simulation time, it is impractical for
large designs.

In the current design flow, most designers are used to manually abstracting the
circuit and build behavioral models based on their design knowledge. Therefore, a couple
of customized modeling approaches have been proposed to automatically extract the
corresponding behavioral models for specific mixed-signal circuits, such as PLL, ADC, and
DAC, etc. [21–26]. With prior knowledge of the circuit behavior, these approaches develop
efficient methods to construct the specific behavioral models with good accuracy. However,
the same method cannot be directly applied to different circuits, and the abstraction level
cannot be changed easily for different verification purposes. As a result, we were motivated
to develop an automatic abstraction methodology that could not only be applied to huge
system designs or architectures but also support various fidelities depending on different
complex applications.

Another approach builds the behavioral models based on the circuit structures, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Instead of modeling the relationship between circuit inputs and
outputs directly, the whole circuit is divided into several small building blocks, whose
behavioral models are built separately. Since each building block is a common simple
block, it is much easier to be modeled by the black-box approach. Therefore, the model
construction efforts can be greatly reduced without losing the generality for different
circuits. In recent years, a structural macromodeling technique has been used to model the
building block behaviors for analog circuits, because this hierarchical approach is able to
deal with different fidelities and various sizes of circuits [19,20,27,28]. However, accurate
structure recognition techniques are the key to enable this kind of modeling approach,
which are introduced in next section.
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2.2. Structure Recognition

Structure recognition is widely used in many computer-aided design fields, such as
circuit simulation, synthesis, testing, verification, physical design, and reverse engineering.
For circuit simulation, large designs are often partitioned into small structures, to reduce the
dimension of equations for simulations [46]. In recent years, a couple of approaches have
been proposed for digital circuits to recognize the gate components within a synthesized
transistor-level netlist [30,31]. Among these methods, the partition-based approach is able
to abstract the design with several hundreds of thousands of transistors in few minutes.
For example, the DCC approach [31] begins from the power supply and traverses through
the drain and source ports of transistors until reaching the ground. If the connection meets
a gate port, the traversal stops at this point, which is the key point to cut down connections
between digital gates. All the reached transistors in this traversal will be grouped as a block.
Although this kind of approach is successful for purely digital designs, it cannot handle
non-typical structures and analog components in the mixed-signal systems, as mentioned
in Section 1.

In order to deal with more general structures, a structure recognition problem is
usually formulated as a graph isomorphism problem in these approaches [35–41]. For
example, SubGemini [32], the first method representing a circuit as a graph, tries to identify
the sub-graph by iteratively exploring each selected candidate and relabeling the vertices
of the candidate. Thus, two identical structures can be recognized with these given labels.
By translating circuits into graph representations, the structure recognition can be solved
by the identical sub-graph searching method. However, graph-based structure recognition
suffers from the complexity explosion issue. It is difficult to apply these techniques to
modern complex systems.

Using similar ideas for digital circuits, another approach treats analog circuits as a
combination of some common building blocks [47]. For this purpose, a bottom-up block
merging method has been proposed to explore building blocks’ structures rapidly [44].
In [44], a unique representation of the circuit, structural signal flow graph (SSFG), is used
to represent analog circuits. Rather than performing isomorphism checking directly, the
method merges the two sub-circuits that have contributed to layout constraints by a graph
union operation. Because building blocks usually accompany analog layout constraints,
the overall recognition result is built in a hierarchical rule tree, and each node in the tree
is a building block. Figure 4 demonstrates this method with a simple circuit. However,
analyzing analog circuits is more challenging than digital circuits because various structures
with little modification may be used. Therefore, machine learning-based approaches have
been involved to identify the building blocks with some variations [45]. In addition to these
large training efforts, this learning-based approach may generate unreasonable building
blocks due to mis-identification, which is not acceptable by designers. Most importantly,
these approach are proposed for analog circuits only. There is no evidence that they can
handle industry-scale complex systems with a mixture of analog and digital blocks.
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3. Pre-Processing and Circuit Encoding

In industrial design flow, transistor-level netlists are often extracted by commercial
tools. With these tools, the circuit topology can be retained well but some design properties
are lost. In a post-layout netlist, it becomes more complicated due to extra nodes and
devices for the layout induced parasitics. Therefore, some pre-processing work is necessary
to automatically handle this kind of netlist efficiently.

3.1. Property Annotation and RLC Removal

In real applications, different designs may have multiple supply voltages and various
names for power and ground nodes according to demands. Moreover, in different technol-
ogy files, transistor models may be defined by different names. Because the power/ground
nodes and device types are essential information for structure analysis, the recognizer will
first automatically identify power/ground nodes and various kinds of devices through
given pin information and model definition. This pre-processing is able to simplify the
following recognition process and increases the portability of the proposed flow.

Most sub-circuit identification works are developed to handle the circuits composed of
transistors only [31,32]. However, passive components (PCs), e.g., capacitors and resistors,
are usually used in real applications that may cause mismatching when comparing to the
patterns in the library, as shown in Figure 5a. In this work, we adopt a simple approach to
deal with these unnecessary devices as they are in DC conditions. Capacitors are treated
as open circuits and removed directly; resistors and inductors are treated as short circuits
and replaced by wires. After this, a pure transistor structure is delivered for the following
structure analysis procedure, as illustrated in Figure 5b, which can be easily recognized as
an inverter structure. PC removal benefits the successful rate of structure identification. In
Figure 1, A1 and A2 are able to be recognized as the inverter structure B1, which helps to
increase the accuracy of the behavioral model. While concerning the model accuracy loss
caused by RLC removal, the contributions of PCs can be recovered by the model calibration
process. Certainly, RLC circuits, such as RC filters B7 in Figure 1, are kept and recognized
as separate models.
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Figure 5. The inverter with resistors and capacitors.

3.2. Circuit Encoding Scheme

Graph isomorphism is a well-known problem with many efficient algorithms. How-
ever, while being used in the sub-circuit identification problem, comparing only one target
pattern at a time is not efficient for modern designs with hundreds of different cells. In this
work, we propose a special circuit encoding scheme to represent each circuit structure as a
series of numbers. If the numbers of two groups are different, it is not possible for them
to have the same structure. In this way, the graph isomorphism problem can be turned
into a simple number comparison problem, which greatly accelerates the matched pattern
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searching even for a huge library. In this section, the encoding rules and the comparing
method are briefly introduced.

In the device encoding procedure, each transistor will be represented as a 5-number
code according to the connection and device type. The first three numbers specify the
connecting terminal types for the three terminals D(drain), G(gate), and S(source) of a
transistor. For example, if a terminal is connected to a drain terminal, it will realize a score
2 at this field. If this terminal goes to Vdd, it will realize a score 3 at this field. Refer to
Table 1 for score definitions of all connection types. If this terminal is connected to multiple
terminals, the final number is determined by summing all scores together. We review the
simple circuit in Figure 6 as an example. M7 will a realize a score 7 (6 + 1) at the S field
because it connects to a source terminal (+6) of M8 and the ground node (+1). The last two
numbers specify the type of this transistor. PMOS transistors will realize a score 1 at the
P field and a score 0 at the N field, and vice versa. Finally, a group code is determined to
represent a partitioned circuit. Each field in the group code is the sum of the same field in
all devices. As shown in Figure 6, the last rows in code tables are the group codes of the
two partitioned circuits, respectively.

Table 1. Definitions of transistor encoding.

Encoding Definitions

To Ground To Power To Drain To Gate To Source

+1 +3 +2 +4 +6
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3.3. Structure Library for Matching

In modern designs, almost all digital circuits are implemented with pre-defined
standard cells. However, for analog circuits, it is difficult to enumerate all possible basic
structures, as mentioned in [47]. Circuit designers often invent some special structures to
meet different requirements. In this work, we propose an easy-to-extend structure library
that allows users to add new structure blocks. The digital standard cells and the common
analog structures mentioned in [47] are added into the library as the default structures to
support typical designs. For non-typical structures, users can add them into the library to
allow the tool to recognize these structures and generate the required behavioral models
or design constraints for these blocks automatically. This flexible scheme helps to deal
with real industry designs in our experiments. Each block in the structure library has a
number following the encoding in Section 2.2. This number will be compared with the
code of identified blocks to exclude the structures that are not possible to be the same with
the identified block.
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4. Hierarchical Structure Recognition

For million-transistor designs, searching whole circuits to identify some specific
patterns is difficult. Therefore, we propose a hierarchical structure recognition methodology
with special circuit encoding scheme to improve efficiency. This methodology can be
divided into four partition stages: sub-circuit partition, DCC partition, current-based
partition, and analog block partition. Most simple cases are solved in the early stages by
quick partition methods, which maintains good efficiency even in large designs. Where
digital and analog structures are mixed together, this hierarchical methodology also helps
to improve partition accuracy while maintaining efficiency. In the following sections, the
details of each step are introduced.

4.1. Sub-Circuit Identification

In general, large designs are often partitioned into proper hierarchies based on their
functionalities to tackle design complexity. Moreover, most of the digital blocks in real cases
are standard cells, which appear as individual sub-circuits in the SPICE netlist. Therefore,
in the first stage, we directly calculated the group code for each sub-circuit in the netlist
based on the original partition and compared the group code to each structure in the library.
This approach can quickly identify most of the blocks even in large designs. Note that pre-
defined analog structures are also encoded and included in the structure library. Therefore,
analog sub-circuits can also be identified at this stage. Furthermore, the proposed number
comparison scheme allows for the concurrent identification of multiple cells, which is quite
efficient even for commercial libraries with hundreds of cells. However, there are some
rare cases that two similar circuit structure have the same group code. In this work, a detail
isomorphism check is also proposed to distinguish such cases. Because the number of such
cases is small, the time for isomorphism checking is greatly reduced to keep the structure
recognition process efficient for large designs.

4.2. DCC Matching and Current Path Analysis

For other complex sub-circuits that are not composed of a single block, further analysis
is required to identify the composing blocks. In the second stage, we partition these sub-
circuits based on the DCC concept [31]. As mentioned in Section 1, DCC may fail to identify
digital blocks at the boundary of digital and analog parts. Moreover, it also fails at the node
driven by multiple gates. Therefore, for these unrecognizable groups, such as A5 in Figure 1,
a detailed analysis based on the current paths [48] is applied and shown in Figure 7.
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Current path partition begins by determining the current direction of each transistor
based on their types, which are marked as N(ϕ1 1©, 2©), and P( 3©) in Figure 7. Because
most digital circuits are implemented with CMOS technologies, a legal combination should
include both charging and discharging paths. For each legal current path combination, it
will be checked to see if any one matches a pre-defined structure in the library. After the
current path partition, B4 and B5 can be extracted from A5 successfully. The detailed flow
is shown in Figure 8.
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4.3. Analog Structure Analysis

After the digital blocks are extracted, the remaining analog design is much smaller
than the original design, which allows for detail structure analysis. The analog parts were
analyzed by the structure-based approach [44,45] with some modifications. Based on the
netlist connection between each device, the common building blocks in analog circuits can
be recognized by a bottom-up clustering from lower levels to higher levels. In addition to
the basic structures in [47], we expanded the library to 80 blocks according to designers’
feedback. Figure 9 shows a part of the building blocks at different level libraries. The block
library can be enriched by users later to fit the common usage of their applications. In
order to improve the simulation speed, we attempted to cluster these composing blocks as
much as possible and represented each cluster as one circuit block in the simulation model.
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As illustrated in Figure 10, rather than choosing the two recognized blocks CCM and
DP as models, the model CDA, which includes more devices, can improve the perfor-
mance of circuit simulation better than the smaller models. Therefore, instead of keeping
all subsets, i.e., recognized blocks, in the structure library, we modified the bottom-up
searching with module set reduction, given a module set M = {S1, S2}, in which both
subsets have two elements, i.e., devices, S1 = {e1, e2} and S2 = {e2, e3}. If a new
subset S′ = {e1, e2, e3, e4} is added to the module set M, we updated M by excluding
redundant subsets: M← M ∪ S′ − {S1, S2} when S1, S2 ∈ S′. This approach was able to
shrink the database of module clustering and help to reduce the searching time effectively.
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Figure 10. Structure recognition result of CDA with a CM.

If the same device was involved in more than one candidate at the same level, bond
strength would be adopted as the decision factor. If more connections existed between two
blocks, they were more likely to be in the same cluster. For example, as shown in Figure 11,
M1 is the common device of CM and two CPs. However, the bond strength of CM, bs(CM),
was larger than bs(CS). Thus, only the CM was added to the model list. The effectiveness
of our priority selection strategy is demonstrated in this general analog circuit topology.
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Figure 11. Example of bond strength selection for overlapping problems.

The overall flow of analog structure analysis is shown in Figure 12. The level of the
circuit, lv(c), is the number of devices included in the largest block of the analog circuit.
In the initialization, each device was regarded as a block element at level1, lv(b) = 1 and
lv(c) = 1. In each iteration, the two connected blocks were grouped together and given
a group code by the encoding scheme mentioned in Section 2.2. If the group code was
matched to the analog library, a new block, which includes more devices, was created at the
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higher level, and the level of the circuit, lv(c), was updated. Moreover, these blocks, which
were completely involved in other blocks with larger lv(b), were removed from the list for
the next iteration grouping after the matching process. The redundant block reduction
can reduce the loading of clustering operations in each iteration and prevent complexity
explosion. When there is no new block created in an iteration, the bottom-up clustering
process was terminated.
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5. Application on Behavioral Model Generation

Digital designs are often started from HDL models and then synthesized into gate-level
netlist composed of standard cells. Therefore, they already have comprehensive behavioral
models at gate-level and/or RTL in the library. Only analog circuits require special handling
to generate their corresponding behavioral models. However, building accurate yet efficient
behavioral models for analog circuits is not an easy job due to their nonlinear properties.
For specific circuits, such as PLL, ADC, DAC, etc., many approaches [25–28] are available
to build these behavioral models automatically. In order to deal with different kinds of
circuits, some automatic behavioral model generators are developed based on statistical
approaches [26] or structure-based approaches [27,28]. Although those previous works are
able to extract the required behavioral models from the given netlist, several limitations
still exist that prevent their being used in large AMS designs.

In this work, we adopted a structure-based flow [49] to generate the behavioral models
from the given netlist. The overall flow is shown in Figure 13. After the proposed structure
recognition was applied, we built the relevant behavioral model of each recognized building
block in the circuit. Based on the functionality of each block, the model template for each
block was built in advance. Figure 14 shows an example of the current mirror block, which
treats the output as the behavior of a current source. The description can be implemented in
real number mod-el(RNM) of Verilog. During the model construction step, several circuit
parameters were extracted by simulation to calibrate the corresponding behavioral model
of each sub-block. Because each block has different device size and structure, the model of
each block was calibrated separately in the original design to obtain accurate parameters.
As illustrated in Figure 15, the five models of the recognized blocks were calibrated
independently to have pin accuracy. The final behavioral model for the whole circuit
can be obtained by connecting the sub-models of every block, including digital blocks.
Then, the behavioral model can be used to speed up the simulation for the verification of a
mixed-signal system.
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6. Experimental Results
6.1. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Methodology

In the first experiment, we would like to demonstrate the efficiency improvement
of the proposed structure recognition method compared to the graph-based approach.
Classical graph-based identification approaches, such as SubGemini [32], test two graphs
for isomorphism with exponential complexity in worst case. In order to demonstrate that
the proposed methodology has linear time complexity, we analyzed the complexity in
two aspects: design complexity and library complexity. The structure recognition was
implemented in C++ and evaluated on a Linux workstation with an Intel Xeon 3.50GHz
CPU and 64GB RAM. The analysis of design complexity is shown in Figure 16a; both
recognition rates of two approaches are 100%. We use a fixed number of digital cells to
generate five random circuits with the desired number of transistors (100, 1000, 10,000,
100,000, 1,000,000). “Number of Gates” shows the total number of blocks in the test files.
As the design complexity grows, the proposed approach is able to obtain more speedup,
which are 1.9×, 2.67×, 6.2×, 50.8×, and 427× for different design sizes. This result shows
that under the same accuracy, the time complexity of the proposed methodology only
grows linearly with respect to the design size, versus the complexity of the graph-based
approach, which grows exponentially.
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In order to analyze the impacts of library complexity, we generated random test circuits
with 2500 gates by using a different number of structure patterns in the library, which are
reported as “Number of structure patterns” in Figure 16b. According to the results, both
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recognition rates of the two approaches are 100%. As the library size increases, the run time
of graph-based approach increases linearly to the number of involved library cells because
its strategy is identifying each possible structure one by one. This fatal drawback leads
to these approaches failing to solve huge designs. However, in the proposed approach,
runtime increases very slowly as the amount of structure increases. Due to the parallel
recognition of library cells, the proposed approach is able to handle modern industrial
designs with thousands of structure patterns in minutes.

6.2. Verification of Industrial Cases

In this section, two real industrial cases, a parallel-in/serial-out (PISO) design (~15K
transistors) and a Voltage Differential Analog-to-Digital Converter (VDADC) design (~246K
transistors), are used to demonstrate the proposed structure recognition methodology and
behavioral model generation environment. For easier integration with digital circuits, all
the behavioral models are translated into Verilog format. The simulation tools for the
behavioral model and transistor-level netlist are Cadence AMS, which distributes circuits
to NCSim 2015, and Spectre 2017, respectively.

The structure analysis results of these cases are shown in Table 2. The PISO design can
be divided into 50 analog blocks and 198 digital blocks; the VDADC design can be divided
into 461 analog blocks and 98 digital blocks. For the two cases, extracting the behavioral
models from transistor-level netlist could be completed in 5 and 75 s respectively, which is
shown in the column “Extract”. For such large circuits, the extraction time is quite good
because the two cases cannot be processed by the graph-based method at all.

Table 2. Structure recognition results for industrial cases.

Parallel-In/Serial-Out Design (PISO)

#Trans. Extract Beh. Sim. Spectre

15K <5 s 00:39:25 (147×) 96:45:00 (1×)

Recognized Digital Blocks

#RLCD #TG #Std Cell #DCC+current

4 0 198 14

Recognized Analog Blocks

L1 L2 L3 >L4

35 15 0 0

Voltage Differential Analog-to-Digital Converter (VDADC)

#Trans. Extract Beh. Sim. Spectre

246K <75 s 00:5:25 (132×) 11:55:47 (1×)

Recognized Digital Blocks

#RLCD #TG #Std Cell #DCC+current

371 45 16 37

Recognized Analog Blocks

L1 L2 L3 >L4

259 146 39 17

After the behavioral models of those basic blocks are built, they are connected together
to perform behavioral simulation in AMS mode. The VDADC model is simulated with a
Cadence Verilog simulator, NCSim 2015 version, and the transistor-level VDADC circuit is
simulated with a Cadence Spectre 2017 version with moderate accuracy default. The stop
time of both transient analysis is 400ns. The simulation results of the VDADC are shown in
Figure 17; the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the behavioral model is merely 0.0693,
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which shows that our behavioral model is highly accurate for capturing the behavior of
design. For the PISO design, the simulation time of the behavior-level simulation (Beh.
Sim.) and the transistor-level simulation (Spectre) are 2365 s and 348,300 s, respectively,
with the same input patterns. In other words, we can obtain 147× speedup for system
verification with behavioral models. For the VDADC design, we can obtain 132× speedup,
in this case for system verification with behavioral models.
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7. Conclusions and Future Works

In order to support automatic behavioral model generation from given mixed-signal
netlists, this paper proposes a fast approach to identify the pre-defined sub-blocks from
the flattened transistor-level netlist. Unlike previous techniques that work for pure digital
designs only, the proposed recognition flow is able to deal with real cases in which analog
structures, digital structures, and even non-transistor devices are mixed together. The
proposed hierarchical structure recognition methodology and the special circuit encoding
scheme significantly improve the efficiency of sub-circuit identification, which help this
flow to deal with large cases. As demonstrated with two industrial cases, the efficiency
of the AMS system simulation is improved by hundreds of times with the automatically
extracted behavioral models.

Structure recognition is widely used in many computer-aided design fields. For
example, the netlist analysis can help to extract layout constraints, which are necessary
information in physical design automation. Programmable electrical rules checking (PERC),
which is a popular method for checking reliability issues of the integrated circuit, requires
a robust and efficient structure analysis engine to handle large systems with millions of
transistors. In the future, the proposed structure recognition also can be extended and
applied to efficiently solve these urgent issues.
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